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The Eumber and the Form in the animate nature

Joseph Shevelev, U.SoS.R.

The advent of body of living objects ~d the advent of its form

is sn integrsl and indivisable event: neither the body nor its form

could arise separately. The integrsl description of this event mode-

ling the advent of the"space of being" (the form) as well as the~er-

getic process of becorr~ing would give us the mathematical law of har-

mony. The vectorial geometry opens the clue to this problem.

in this report I shall speak about the growth at the elementary

level, i.e. about the basis of formgiving. In 9~ay 1979, I noted that

a straight-line segment divided in the ratio of the golden section

(~,~~,~ ~’~) and a right-angled triangle of the geometric progression

(~,@%,~’) display the identical interrelation of their parts (I,~,N5

thus representing the same variable triangle. The interrelation bet-

ween two variables (two sides of the triangle) is governed by a qua-

dratic law, the third quantity remaining constant. It bekame obvious

that a straight-line segment divided in the golden ratio is a cont-

racted vectorial triangle. The vector in its twofold nature charac-

terized by direction and quantity represents the movement in terms

of both the space (the straight-line segment) and the energy (the

force). The observation of other states of that vectorial triangle

revealed the unknown symmetry group reproducing the forms of various

objects of animate nature featuring the regeneration of individual

being cycles. Examples are found in such diverse objects as the ap-

ple, the e~g, the mollusc shells, the capsule (cranium) containing

the brain of mammals. These symmetries are described by the equation

~n= ~+ 1, where ~ and I are modules, with n = ±2~I. The coinciden~

of indicatrices with contours of the real natural forms is not a

random effect. The growing point of an organism is coincidentally

the centre of the geometrical construction or the centre of polarity.

The cluster of the living matter which enables the process of form-

giving is a geometric point, whereas the form of any living object

is a. bounding surface of the space of expansion attained at the mo-

ment by the growing point. The space is the body~ the body is the

space. The law of squares represents the essential polarity of the

elementary event of growing: the k-fold change of the distance altems
the surface of a sphere by a factor of k2.

The following vectors are assigned to the terms N2, N,I of the

shove equation: the singular potency of the point of origin (~), the
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vecLor of the ux#erior force :t’L~ctor or #he ]~otenc}’ [%~j a~~d the resul-
~ vec~or(~ ’,%re can see ~he dichotomic
I. IMo kinds of ~;#mmetrN ~re being..; ~jene£:.~ed: Zhe #ounded "female"
forms are ~roduced under %he pro~iling influence of S, ~ho oxi~res-
sad vertical ("male") forms - where U prevails. 2. I~,
~he resul~ant indic~_,Srix I~ follows Lhe program S (the mech~nism of
consegvation)~ ~ U-s3’:~metries, the i[~dicatx’ices R 4escr~be the aew
forms (the mech~ism of v£miab~litr). 3. ’rhere ~e ~he plus-uymmet-
ties presen~in~ %he directly proportional cssu~] relation, a~d the

minus-symmetries for the inversel2 proportional relation. In ~ho
plus-sy~etries, the value of ex[~e~sion in ortho~onal directions is
determined by the ~olden n~ber ~= 1,6180339~’~ whereas in minus-

sy~etries it is a f~ction of the binar~ golden number constituted
by a pair of n~bers ~’ = 1,4655712.~.~ and ~= 1,7548777.~ appe~ing
inv~iably together. The n~ber ~% = 1,2720199... outlines the space
of the symmetry of simil~itics; it may be considered as ~ structure
based upon the bond ~ or V~. The n~ber ~ defines the angle of in-

termolecul~ bonds of water which serves as a base for the life end
genetics. ~oreover, it forms the helix of the Nautilus shell, its
curved contour being defined by a set of f~damental constants: 2,

%, e, ~ ; it comprises the proporSionsl relations of the equal-tempe-
red musical scale as well ss those of the historic architecture.
U,S-syn~etries, the golden numbers ~, ~, ~are the radius vectors
characterictic for values of expansion. The [~erameters of curves in
their oritio~l ~oints reve~ff the numbers ~, V~, V~, VT. of s speci-

al import~ce are the numerical values of expansion slong the verti-
cal. Their interrelation and relationships with vertical displace-
ments of geometric centres of doublets and triplets in reference to
the point of origin ~e expressed by numbers comprising s row ob ba-
sic physical consists (e.g. spin, magnetic moment and rest mass of
proton, neutron end electron). The above observations made by the
author help to define and to model the concept of WHOLEI~ESS.

The whole - ss it pertains to biological structures - is a sin-
gular DIMITY generating ell its parts in succession from ONE base.
Let us denominate this initial base as the number OI~.~GA (~). Then
the wholeness at the elementary level is a succession of numbers ms-
king up the UI~ITY in the most simple and natural w~y. Assmne that
each subsequen~ n~ber within the structure of the UNITY is the re-
sult of successive multiplication of the base (~) by itself. At the
same time we ass~e thereby, the self-regeneration (or replication)
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of the initial numbero ,,, i~±t~L~n : ~±|.Fu~±~+~
i’~’ +

We shall comsider now, of all the unities ~ = I, one attaining

the maximum extent when n~ and the maximum contr~ctionwhenn= 2.
1. From the above equation, it follows when n~ that the base

of wholeness, the n~ber ~£~, equals ~:(the dichotomy).

2. When n = 2, the s~e equation shows that the base of whole-
ness is the n~ber ~= @ = 1,6180339..~~ (the golden n~ber).

Case I (n~): it is nothing but mathematic generalization of

the growth manifesting itself as ~limited potency to seize the spa-
ce ~der conditiones of a finite and confined system (the U~ITY).

Case 2 (n = 2): a complement~y structure, dichotomic by’its
nsture, is revealed.

Thus we le~n from the algorit~ of wholeness that the potency
of growing, essentially, is the dichotomy ( ~ 2*~ ), whereas the
essense of ~y dichotomic structure is the golden s~ction (~ = @~)..
In Bctuality, the plus-dichotomy (I/2+I) in the nat~e is division
of a cell in h~f. ~t is the mechsnism of building up ~he INDIVIDUAL
living struct~es, The minus-dichotomy, on the contr~y, represents
the conj~ation of two sexual cells (the male ~d th~ female ones)
into ONE; it is the advent of life, the event responsible for the
growth of life as the WHOLE both in its continuity and discreteness.
As it is widely demonstrated today, th~ intricate structures "~e

governed by bonds of the golden section.
The principle of the d chotomy s~gests the second step of thein-

vestigation aiming st the algorit~ of wholeness of the second gene-
ration structures. Let us estBblish it bY adhering to the Hamilton’s
principle of least action. It inherits the subst~ce of the algori~
of elementary structures ~d, coincidentally, opens the way to ~he
diversity of forms of the snimate hat,e: each subsequent n~ber con-
t~ined in the structure of UNITY is derived by multiplication of the
foregoing one by itself in accord~ce with the given rule.

To obtain TWO extremely contracted ~ities of the second genera-
tion, it is necessary, firstly, to double the n~ber of elements of
the structure (now n = 4) and, secondly, to-replicate the initial’
bsse ~=@, the psrts of the whole grouping ~o~d it. The ~gorit~of

the wholeness constitutes the groups: (a) the b~nom~al
where ~= 1,4655712..~ = ~ , ~d (b)the trinomial ~=~ A@ ~-
where ~{= I ,7548777... ~ =
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Such is the logical mode_[ of wholeness of biologics structures

)incident with the vectorial model of formgiving. It shows elso thet

~e binomials of plus- and minus symmetries, i.e. the numbers @ and

, are interrelated by the number "~/3. The energy and the space; the

[chotomy and the golden section; the orthogonal and hexagonal cr.~s-

~=i systems as opposed to the e~imate nature objects exhibiting the

~Iden numbers in orthogonsl ~’nd hexagonal sections only: they ~ii

oe bound together, in such a man~er me.king up the indivisible whole-

~SS.

N
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